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C++ in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003

	C++ in a Nutshell packs an enormous amount of information on C++ (and the many libraries used with it) in an indispensable quick reference for those who live in a deadline-driven world and need the facts but not the frills. Cross-references link related methods, classes, and other key features. This is an...
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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2011: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2010

	THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED in this book assume a basic
	grasp of 3ds Max. But with so many options to choose
	from, it’s easy to get lost in all the tools, buttons, and
	menus.


	Not all features are created equal. This chapter goes over
	the fundamentals of 3ds Max with an eye toward the
	most important tools and how you...
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Pyrosequencing Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2006

	This book presents detailed protocols for the multidisciplinary application of Pyrosequencing® technology, all written by world-renowned experts. This comprehensive volume enables quick reference by collecting the primary applications for Pyrosequencing®, and supplementing each protocol with troubleshooting tips specific to that...
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Beyond Buds: Marijuana Extracts—Hash, Vaping, Dabbing, Edibles and MedicinesQuick American Archives, 2014

	Beyond Buds is a handbook to the future of marijuana. Prohibition’s end has led to a technological revolution that’s generated powerful medicines and products containing almost zero carcinogens and little smoke. Marijuana icon Ed Rosenthal and leading cannabis reporter David Downs guide readers through the best new...
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Get Good with Money: Ten Simple Steps to Becoming Financially WholeRodale Books, 2021

	NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER • A ten-step plan for finding peace, safety, and harmony with your money—no matter how big or small your goals and no matter how rocky the market might be—by the inspiring and savvy “Budgetnista.”

	
...
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Newnes Engineering Science Pocket Book, Third Edition (Newnes Pocket Books)Newnes, 2001
Newnes Engineering Science Pocket Book is a uniquely versatile and practical tool for a wide range of engineers and students.  All the fundamentals of electrical and mechanical engineering science and physics are covered, with an emphasis on concise descriptions, key methods, clear diagrams, formulae and how to use them.  John Bird's presentations...
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Graphics Shaders: Theory and Practice, Second EditionCRC Press, 2011

	Graphics Shaders: Theory and Practice is intended for a second course in computer graphics at the undergraduate or graduate level, introducing shader programming in general, but focusing on the GLSL shading language. While teaching how to write programmable shaders, the authors also teach and reinforce the fundamentals of...
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Creating Development Environments with VagrantPackt Publishing, 2013

	Vagrant is a tool for building complete development environments. With an easy-to-use workflow and focus on automation, Vagrant lowers development environment setup time, increases development/production parity, and makes the "it works on my machine" excuse a thing of the past.


	"Creating Development Environments with...
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Instant InnoDBPackt Publishing, 2013

	InnoDB, the default storage engine for MySQL, is one of the most robust and commonly used in the world today. It can, however, be initially daunting to learn how to start implementing its features, and it can pose unique problems to the beginner user. This guide is written to address these problems.


	"Instant InnoDB"...
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Wiki: Web CollaborationSpringer, 2005
Imagine you are surfing the Internet, and you stop at a site where
you could and would like to add or modify something. For instance,
you have a literary reference or link to add. Or you've noticed a typing
error. Perhaps you even have a lengthy article that you'd like to
display on a separate page. So, you just click on the...
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AutoCAD 2002 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
If AutoCAD 2002 can do it, you can do it too … Packed with practical, real-world examples and authoritative advice, the AutoCAD 2002 Bible is your complete guide to the best AutoCAD yet. Expert author Ellen Finkelstein shows you how to master every aspect of this powerful design software, from 2D drawing and plotting fundamentals to database...
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BEA WebLogic Server 8 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Welcome to BEA WebLogic Server 8 For Dummies. Whether you are an
administrator, a developer, a manager, or all of the above, you will find
something in this book to make your job easier.

WebLogic is the most widely used application server on the market today.
You can use WebLogic in large or small projects and to develop...
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